PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE TURBO LIGHTER.
FAILURE TO FOLLOW SAFETY WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN INJURY.

Boostnatics™ Turbo Lighter

A. Safety Cap
B. ON/OFF - Spin Turbine Blade & Emit Sounds
C & D. ON/OFF - Lighter. Must Be Pressed Simultaneously.
E. Lighter Coil
F. Turbine Blade
G. Charging Indicator
H. USB Recharge Port
I. Keychain Link

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Press and hold button B to start spooling. Release for blow-off valve.

2.

To use the lighter, remove the Safety Cap (A) and press buttons C and D simultaneously to start heating the lighter coil.
Once finished, attach the Safety Cap back onto the Turbo Lighter. Lighter will automatically turn off if buttons C & D are
pressed and held longer than 7 seconds. Repeat this step to heat lighter coil again.

3.

When the battery is low, lighter coil will no longer heat up.

4.

To charge the Turbo Lighter, use the included Micro USB to USB cord. Plug Micro USB into the Turbo Lighter Recharge
Port (H) and USB into any USB device or outlet (DC 5V, 500mA). When charging, Charging Indicator will turn on. When
charge is complete, Charging Indicator will turn off. Promptly remove USB charger once Turbo Lighter is fully charged.

5.

To lock the lighter function, press buttons C and D simultaneously 3 times quickly. To unlock, repeat this step. Charging
Indicator will blink 3 times to confirm of the lock or unlock.

WARNING:
1.

Use AWAY from face, body, clothing, metallic, and flammable materials.

2.

DO NOT touch the lighter coil at any time.

3.

DO NOT expose Turbo Lighter to direct sunlight, high temperature environments, water, or any other liquids.

4.

Use ONLY in well ventilated areas.

5.

Ensure lighter coil is extinguished after each use.

6.

Always use the safety cap when not in use.

7.

DO NOT repeatedly turn the lighter function ON back to back. This will cause the Turbo Lighter casing to heat up as well as
the internal battery. Damage to battery may occur. Allow Turbo Lighter to cool down if it begins to feel warm to the
touch.

8.

NOT A TOY. Keep away from children. Use product with caution and care!

NOTES:
1.

For Tobacco use only.

2.

Avoiding direct contact with lighter coil will ensure longevity of the lighter.

3.

Hold cigarettes directly above the coil without contact. The heat from the coil with light up the cigarette.
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